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Abstract
A major aim of evolutionary biology is to explain the respective roles of adaptive versus
non-adaptive changes in the evolution of complexity. While selection is certainly
responsible for the spread and maintenance of complex phenotypes, this does not
automatically imply that strong selection enhances the chance for the emergence of
novel traits, that is, the origination of complexity. Population size is one parameter that
alters the relative importance of adaptive and non-adaptive processes: as population
size decreases, selection weakens and genetic drift grows in importance. Because of this
relationship, many theories invoke a role for population size in the evolution of
complexity. Such theories are difficult to test empirically because of the time required
for the evolution of complexity in biological populations. Here, we used digital
experimental evolution to test whether large or small asexual populations tend to evolve
greater complexity. We find that both small and large—but not
intermediate-sized—populations are favored to evolve larger genomes, which provides
the opportunity for subsequent increases in phenotypic complexity. However, small and
large populations followed different evolutionary paths towards these novel traits. Small
populations evolved larger genomes by fixing slightly deleterious insertions, while large
populations fixed rare beneficial insertions that increased genome size. These results
demonstrate that genetic drift can lead to the evolution of complexity in small
populations and that purifying selection is not powerful enough to prevent the evolution
of complexity in large populations.
Author Summary
Since the early days of theoretical population genetics. scientists have debated the role
of population size in shaping evolutionary dynamics. Do large populations possess an
evolutionary advantage towards complexity due to the strength of natural selection in
these populations? Or do small populations have the advantage, as genetic drift allows
for the exploration of fitness landscapes inaccessible to large populations? There are
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many theories that predict whether large or small populations–those with strong
selection or those with strong drift–should evolve the greatest complexity. Here, we use
digital experimental evolution to examine the interplay between population size and the
evolution of complexity. We found that genetic drift could lead to increased genome size
and phenotypic complexity in very small populations. However, large populations also
evolved similar large genomes and complexity. Small populations evolved larger
genomes through the fixation of slightly deleterious insertions, while large populations
utilized rare beneficial insertions. Our results suggest that both strong drift and strong
selection can allow populations to evolve similar complexity, but through different
evolutionary trajectories.
Introduction
The relative importance of adaptive (i.e., selection) versus non-adaptive (i.e., drift)
mechanisms in shaping the evolution of complexity is still a matter of contention among
evolutionary biologists [1–6]. In molecular evolution, the role of non-adaptive
evolutionary processes such as genetic drift and genetic draft are well-established [7–9].
Theoretical population-genetic principles argue that neutral evolution, not natural
selection, drove the evolution of large, primarily non-functional, genomes [10–12].
Meanwhile, there exists abundant experimental evidence that natural selection is the
main cause of evolutionary change [13–15], including the spread of novel adaptive
phenotypes [16,17], in experimental populations. However, it is still possible that
non-adaptive processes play a significant role in the evolution of complexity. For
instance, genetic drift, or relaxed selection, may allow for the accumulation of mutations
that can later lead to the evolution of novel complexity [4, 18]. Much of the work
demonstrating the role of selection in driving the evolution of novel complex traits is
based on experiments with large populations and strong selection [19]. In much smaller
populations (i.e., those with fewer than 104 individuals), selection is weaker, and genetic
drift begins to alter evolutionary dynamics [15,20]. Therefore, to explain the role of
adaptive vs. non-adaptive process in the evolution of complexity, one must explore the
role of population size in the evolution of complexity.
Both theoretical modeling and experiments suggest many possibilities for the
relationship between population size and the evolution of complexity. There are two
classes of evolutionary trajectories that would favor large populations in the evolution of
complexity. First, populations could perform an adaptive walk (the fixation of a
sequence of beneficial mutations) towards the evolution of a novel complex trait [21]. If
this was the case, then larger populations would follow this trajectory faster than small
populations due to their larger mutation supply. Experiments with microorganisms
support the possible existence of adaptive trajectories towards complexity, as there is
strong evidence that the mutations leading up to a phenotypic innovation in both
Escherichia coli [22] and phage λ [23] were under positive selection. However, it is
unclear whether adaptive mutations generally precede the evolution of complex traits or
whether these large microbial populations can only take adaptive walks due to the
intensity of selection in large populations. The second type of trajectory that favors
large populations is the neutral walk (the fixation of a sequence of neutral mutations).
While any individual neutral mutation has a low probability of fixation, a large
population would be able to accumulate many neutral mutations at any given time
allowing for the exploration of its fitness landscape. Work by Wagner and colleagues
suggests that many phenotypic traits are connected to each other by sequences of
phenotypically neutral mutations [18,24].
If the evolution of complexity requires the fixation of deleterious mutations (for
example, via valley crossing), then the elimination of deleterious mutations by purifying
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selection may limit the evolutionary advantage large populations may have. Wright was
the first to propose an evolutionary advantage of small populations due to
valley-crossing [25]. More recently, scientists have explored under which conditions small
populations have an evolutionary advantage over large populations [26,27]. A prominent
theory that predicts that small (but not large) populations should evolve the greatest
genomic complexity (and subsequently organismal complexity) is the Mutational
Burden (or Mutational Hazard) hypothesis, proposed by Lynch and colleagues [4, 28, 29].
This hypothesis argues that genome size should be inversely correlated with the product
of the effective population size and the mutation rate [3, 28]. Strong purifying selection
against excessive genome size streamlines the genomes in large populations [30–32].
Meanwhile, weakened purifying selection and increased genetic drift in small
populations results in the accumulation of slightly deleterious excess genome
content [3,29]. At a later time, this slightly deleterious genome content may be mutated
into novel beneficial traits [4, 33]. However, recent work on valley crossing in asexual
populations (and sexual populations with a low recombination rate) showed that both
small and large populations valley-cross more than intermediate-sized
populations [34–36]. Therefore, it is not clear whether large or small populations are
expected to evolve the greatest complexity when deleterious mutations are required.
The long timescales required to observe the emergence of novelty and evolution of
complexity make biological experiments to distinguish between these theories difficult to
perform. To overcome this difficulty, we used digital experimental evolution [37] to test
the role of population size on the evolution of genome size and phenotypic complexity in
asexual organisms. Digital evolution has a long history of addressing macroevolutionary
questions (such as the evolution of novel traits) experimentally [38,39]. Digital
evolution makes it possible to manipulate an evolving population in ways populations of
biochemical organisms can not, in order to test which factors result in certain
evolutionary outcomes [40]. In this regard, digital experimental evolution has the same
goals as microbial experimental evolution: to use a well-controlled model system that is
as simple as possible, to study “evolution in action” [41]. And while digital evolution
studies cannot test hypotheses dependent on particular biochemical processes involved
in cellular life, digital populations do undergo selection, drift, and mutation, allowing for
their use in testing hypotheses derived from theoretical population genetics. Thus,
digital experimental evolution represents a well-suited model system to test the
population genetics-based theories concerning the role of population size in the
evolution of complexity.
Here, we evolved populations ranging in size from 10 to 104 individuals, starting
with a minimal genome ancestor. We found that small populations do evolve greater
genome sizes and hence phenotypic complexity than intermediate-sized populations.
These small populations evolve larger genomes primarily through increased fixation of
slightly deleterious insertions. However, the small population sizes that enhance the
evolution of phenotypic complexity also enhance the likelihood of population extinction.
We also found that the largest populations evolved similar complexity to the smallest
populations. Large populations evolved longer genomes and greater phenotypic
complexity through the fixation of rare beneficial insertions instead. Large populations
were able to discover these rare beneficial mutations due to an increased mutation
supply. Finally, we found that a strong deletion bias can prevent the evolution of
greater complexity in small, but not in large, populations.
Results
To explore the effect of population size on the evolution of genome size and phenotypic
complexity, we use the Avida digital evolution system [42]. Avida is a platform that
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allows researchers to perform evolution experiments inside of a computer, as the genetic
code that evolves are actual computer programs of variable length. It has been used
extensively in research in evolutionary biology [37,43,44], and is described in detail in
Methods.
We evolved one hundred replicate populations across a range of population sizes
(10− 104 individuals) for 2.5× 105 generations. Many of the smallest populations (those
with ten individuals) did not survive the entire experiment. Therefore, we evolved one
hundred additional small populations ranging from twenty individuals to ninety
individuals in order to examine how the probability of extinction was related to the
evolution of complexity. All populations with at least thirty individuals survived for the
entire experiment. Forty-seven of the populations with ten individuals went extinct,
while only one of one hundred populations underwent extinction in the populations with
twenty individuals. Extinction was a consequence of populations evolving large genomes
that accumulated deleterious mutations and led to the production of only non-viable
offspring. These extinct populations were not included in the statistics described below.
Genome Size Evolution
Of the surviving populations, we first examined how genome size changes from the
ancestral value of fifteen instructions. The size of the genome from every population
size increased, on average (see Fig. 1 and panel A in Fig. S1). However, both the
smallest and the largest populations evolved the largest genomes. Populations with ten
individuals evolved a median genome size of 35 instructions, while populations with ten
thousand individuals evolved a median genome size of 36 instructions. The median final
genome size decreased as population size increased for populations with between ten
and fifty individuals. However, from populations with fifty individuals to populations
with ten thousand individuals, the median final genome size increased as population size
increased.
Figure 1. Final genome size as a function of population size. Red lines are the
median values for each population size. The upper and lower limits of each box denote
the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the relevant quartile
value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data represent only
those populations that did not go extinct.
Next, we examined the dynamics of fixation of insertion mutations (insertions, for
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short) to explain why both the smallest and the largest populations evolved the largest
genomes. For each experimental population, we counted every insertion that occurred
on the fittest genotype’s ancestral lineage that went back to the ancestral genotype (the
“line of descent”, see Methods). The median number of insertions fixed follows the same
trend as the evolution of genome size (Fig. S2). A large fraction of these fixed insertions
are slightly deleterious in populations with fewer than one hundred individuals (see
Fig. 2 and panel B in Fig. S1). However, no insertions are slightly deleterious, on
average, in large populations with more than one hundred individuals. The opposite
trend holds for beneficial insertions. The fraction of insertions that are under positive
selection increases with increasing population size, with the largest populations usually
fixing only beneficial insertions (Fig. 3 and panel C in Fig. S1). These data
demonstrate that small populations evolve larger genomes through the fixation of
slightly deleterious insertions. However, large populations can evolve similarly large
genomes through the fixation of rare beneficial insertions.
Figure 2. Proportion of slightly-deleterious insertions as a function of
population size. Red lines are the median values for each population size. The upper
and lower limits of each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers
are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the
whiskers. Data represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
Evolution of Phenotypic Complexity
Next, we focus on the role of population size in the evolution of phenotypic complexity
(defined as the number of phenotypic traits). In Avida, a phenotypic trait is a
program’s ability to perform a certain mathematical operation on binary numbers (see
Methods). The evolution of phenotypic complexity follows the same trend as the
evolution of genome size (see Fig. 4 and panel D in Fig. S1). Populations with ten
individuals evolved a median of four traits, while populations with one thousand and
ten thousand individuals evolved a median of one trait. The rest of the population sizes
evolved a median of zero traits.
That the trend in genome size evolution and in phenotypic complexity evolution are
mirrored suggests that the evolution of larger genomes enables the evolution of
increased phenotypic complexity. To establish a link between the two, we performed two
tests. First, we examine the correlation between genome size and phenotypic complexity
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Figure 3. Proportion of insertions under positive selection as a function of
population size Red lines are the median values for each population size. The upper
and lower limits of each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers
are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the
whiskers. Data represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
Figure 4. Final number of evolved phenotypic traits as a function of
population size. Red lines are the median values for each population size. The upper
and lower limits of each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers
are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the
whiskers. Data represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
across all populations. Phenotypic complexity is positively correlated with genome size
(Fig. 5, Spearman’s ρ ≈0.72; p < 2.3 x 10−57 ), suggesting that it was increased genome
size that allowed for the evolution of increased phenotypic complexity. However, there
are two potential mechanisms that could cause an increased genome size to result in
increased phenotypic complexity. The first mechanism is that a larger genome has more
room for functional content. The second is that a larger genome results in an increased
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genomic mutation rate and a potentially faster rate of evolution. To examine the role of
an increased mutation rate in driving the evolution of phenotypic complexity, we
evolved a further one hundred populations of ten individuals with a fixed genome
mutation rate of 1.5× 10−1 (i.e., the ancestral genomic mutation rate). Under this
condition, no population went extinct (as opposed to forty-seven in the variable
mutation rate treatment). The fixed genomic mutation rate populations evolved a
median of 2 phenotypic traits compared to the variable genomic mutation rate
populations that had evolved a median of 4 phenotypic traits (Fig. S3). These data
demonstrate that the increased genomic mutation rate that follows from larger genomes
does increase the evolution of phenotypic complexity. However, even with a fixed
genomic mutation rate, the smallest populations still evolved a greater median number
of traits (on average 2 traits) than every other population size. Thus, while an increased
genomic mutation rate (due to increased sequence length) indeed enhances the evolution
of phenotypic complexity, small populations still possess an evolutionary advantage due
to drift-driven increases in genome size only.
Figure 5. Correlation between the final genome size and the final number
of evolved traits. Black circles represent the combined data from populations with 10,
100, 1000, and 10000 individuals. Only replicates that survived all 2.5x105 generations
were included.
Non-Functional Insertions
In the previous experiments, large populations evolved larger genomes and greater
phenotypic complexity because they fixed rare beneficial insertions. Next, we more
closely examine the finding that beneficial insertions are necessary for the evolution of
complexity in large populations. We repeated the experiments with the same population
sizes and mutation rates, except we changed how insertions worked. Instead of inserting
one of the twenty-six instructions that compose the Avida instruction set, we inserted
“blank” instructions into the genome (see Methods for details). These blank instructions
cannot be beneficial (on their own or in combination with existing instructions) and
would have to be further mutated to lead to the evolution of phenotypic complexity. In
this treatment, greater phenotypic complexity in large populations would require a
two-step mutational process, as opposed to the single step in a beneficial insertion.
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We saw no qualitative difference in the trend between these experiments and the
original experiments (Fig. S4). Very small and large populations still both evolved the
largest genomes and the greatest phenotypic complexity. Populations from all
population sizes evolved longer genomes and more phenotypic traits in this treatment
(Fig. S4) than in the original treatment (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). The fraction of fixed
insertions that were under positive selection decreased for every population size
compared to the original experiments, as expected from the insertion of non-functional
instructions (Fig. S5). We observed an increased rate of extinction in the very small
populations, with only 2 populations with ten individuals and 25 populations with
twenty individuals surviving the experiment. Population extinction was likely enhanced
by the increased growth in genome size in these experiments as compared to the original
experiments.
Deletion Bias
Finally, we performed experiments to test the effect of a deletion bias (a higher fraction
of deletions among all indels) alters the relationship between population size and the
evolution of complexity. A biased ratio of deletion to insertion mutations is found in
biological organisms across the tree of life, especially in bacteria [45,46]. In these
experiments we set the ratio of deletions to insertions as 9:1, but kept the total indel
mutation rate as in the original experiments. In this treatment, only one population
with ten individuals went extinct, as opposed to 47 populations in the original treatment.
However, the advantage towards evolving complexity previously enjoyed by small
populations vanished (Fig. S6). The median genome size increased as the population
size increased for all populations sizes. Only the largest populations evolved a median
number of novel phenotypic traits greater than zero. These results suggest that it is not
only the role of genetic drift, but the equal frequency of insertions and deletions that
results in the increased genome size and phenotypic complexity in small populations.
Discussion
The idea that small populations could have an evolutionary advantage over large
populations dates back to Wright and his Shifting Balance theory [25]. More recently, a
potential small population advantage has been demonstrated both theoretically [27] and
experimentally [26], but only in regard to short-term increases in fitness. The
Mutational Burden hypothesis provides an evolutionary mechanism that gives small
populations an advantage towards increased phenotypic complexity [4, 33]. However, an
experimental demonstration of this advantage is lacking. Our study provides further
insight into the conditions that give small populations such an evolutionary advantage.
We confirmed that small populations do evolve larger genomes due to the increased
fixation of slightly deleterious mutations, as predicted [28]. We also showed how small
populations have an increased potential to later evolve increased phenotypic complexity
in small populations through the larger genomes generated by increased genetic
drift [3, 4].
Our work also shows that this evolutionary advantage of small populations is limited
by an increased rate of population extinction. Such a trend between the evolution of
large genomes and an increased rate of extinction is seen in some multicellular eukaryote
clades [47, 48]. These small populations are still likely to have a larger risk of extinction
beyond that caused by population-genetic risks such as Muller’s ratchet [49] and
mutational meltdowns [50,51]. Ecological stressors increase extinction risk [52] and
small populations are less able to adapt to detrimental environmental changes [53]. Our
results concerning extinction, combined with the risk of other factors not examined here,
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suggest that the likelihood of a small population using genetic drift to evolve greater
complexity without an increased risk of extinction may be limited. However, it is
possible that multiple small populations could reduce the risk of extinction without
reducing the evolution of complexity; future work should consider the interplay between
population size and the evolution of complexity within a metapopulation of small
populations.
Large populations also evolved greater genome sizes and phenotypic complexity. In
our original experiments, genome evolution in large populations was driven by the
fixation of rare beneficial insertions (Fig. 4). While it is likely that many gene
duplications are not under positive selection and lost due to genetic drift and mutation
accumulation [54], some, especially those resulting in the amplification of gene
expression, can be immediately beneficial and later lead to increased phenotypic
complexity [55–58]. Due to the increased mutation supply, these events would occur at
a greater frequency in large populations [59] and possibly lead to an increased
probability of the evolution of complexity there. However, we also found that large
populations did not require this large supply of beneficial insertions. Even when
insertion mutations added non-functional instructions and further point mutations were
required to evolve functional traits, large populations still evolved complexity similar to
that evolved in small populations. These results suggest that purifying selection may
not limit the evolution of complexity in large populations. Finally, we found that when
deletions occur at a much greater frequency than insertions, only large populations have
an evolutionary advantage towards complexity. As many bacteria do have a bias
towards deletions [60, 61], this result suggests that large microbial populations can have
an evolutionary advantage over small microbial populations for evolving novel traits
after all.
Such a trend where both large and small, but not intermediate-sized populations
have an evolutionary advantage has already been theoretically proposed elsewhere.
Weissman et al. showed that both small and large populations cross fitness valleys more
easily than intermediate-sized populations [34]. Small populations valley-crossed due to
genetic drift and large populations did so due to an increased supply of double mutants.
Ochs and Desai also showed that intermediate-sized populations evolved to a lower
fitness peak compared to small or large populations when valley crossing was required
for reach a higher peak [36]. We found similar results, but from different evolutionary
mechanisms. Here, populations needed to increase in genome size in order to evolve
phenotypic complexity. Additionally, our populations evolved in a complex fitness
landscape with many different possible paths to phenotypic complexity. While small
populations did fix deleterious insertions to increase genome size, large populations
evolved on a different path, either through beneficial insertions (Fig. 3) or neutral
insertions (Fig. S4). It is possible that even larger populations than those evolved here
would fix more deleterious insertions, as the likelihood of a further, beneficial mutation
arising on the background of a segregating deleterious mutation increases as population
size increases. However, our results emphasize that large populations may not be
dependent on valley-crossing in some fitness landscapes if alternative evolutionary
trajectories exist, even if these trajectories are rare. While the first maps of fitness
landscapes suggested mutational paths are small in number [62], more recent work
suggests that many indirect evolutionary trajectories exist in larger fitness
landscapes [63].
Here, we studied the evolution of complexity in haploid asexual digital organisms
with an ancestral minimal genome on a frequency-independent fitness landscape. While
it is beyond the scope of this work, it is worth considering how adjusting these genotype
characteristics would alter our results. It is likely that the ancestral minimal genomes
are a requirement for small populations to evolve the same number of novel traits as
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large populations. If the ancestor organism had a significant amount of non-functional
genome content, the mutation supply advantage that large populations have should
result in an accelerated rate of phenotypic evolution in large populations [64]. The
organisms used here, as in all Avida experiments, are haploid. It is possible that
polyploidy would alter the results found here. However, the implementation of a ploidy
cycle in Avida is non-trivial due to the mechanistic style of replication, and so presently
other experimental systems would have to be used to explore the role of ploidy in the
evolution of phenotypic complexity.
It is unclear how sexual, instead of asexual, reproduction would change the results.
While sexual reproduction can enhance adaptation by combining beneficial mutations
that arise in different background, it can also break up beneficial combinations of
mutations [65]. One result that may be altered by sexual reproduction is the rate of
extinction in small populations, as sex has been found to reduce the rate of mutational
meltdowns [66]. Weissman et al. also demonstrate that the large population advantage
towards valley crossing does not exist under high recombination rates [35]. Sexual
reproduction has previously been studied using Avida, but it is more akin to
homologous recombination in bacteria [67] (as there is no ploidy cycle). Future work
should address the role of sexual recombination on the results shown here. Finally, the
experiments performed here had no frequency-dependent fitness effects. Previous Avida
studies showed that frequency-dependent interactions enhanced the evolution of
complexity for a given population size [68, 69]. It is worth exploring how the presence of
frequency-dependent selection alters the evolution of complexity, especially in small
populations. The benefits of the diversity seen in frequency-dependent fitness
landscapes may be reduced in small populations. The extensions to the experiments
performed here would provide a more complete understanding of the role of adaptive
and non-adaptive evolutionary processes in the origins of complexity.
Methods
Avida
In order to experimentally test the role of population size and genetic drift in the
evolution of complexity, we used the digital evolution system Avida version 2.14 [42]. In
Avida, self-replicating computer programs (avidians) compete in a population for a
limited supply of CPU (Central Processing Unit) time needed to successfully reproduce.
Each avidian consists of a circular haploid genome of computer instructions. During its
lifespan, an avidian executes the instructions that compose its genome. After executing
certain instructions, it begins to copy its genome. This new copy will eventually be
divided off from its mother (reproduction in most Avida experiments is asexual).
Because an avidian passes on its genome to its descendants, there is heredity in Avida.
As an avidian copies its genome, mutations may occur, resulting in imperfect
transmission of hereditary information. This error-prone replication introduces variation
into Avida populations. Finally, avidians that differ in instructions (their genetic code)
also likely differ in their ability to self-replicate; this results in differential fitness.
Therefore, because there is differential fitness, variation, and heredity, an Avida
population undergoes evolution by natural selection [70]. This allows researchers to
perform experimental evolution in Avida as in microbial systems [19,71]. Avida has
been successfully used as a model system to explore many topics concerning the
evolution of complexity [2, 69,72–74].
The Avida world consists of a toroidal grid of N cells, where N is the maximum
population size. When an avidian successfully divides, its offspring is placed into a cell
in the population. While the default setting places the offspring into one of nine
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neighboring cells of the parent, here the offspring is placed into any cell in the entire
population. This simulates a well-mixed environment without spatial structure. When
there are empty cells in the population, new offspring are preferentially placed in an
empty cell. However, if the population is at its carrying capacity, the individual who is
currently occupying the selected cell is replaced by the new offspring (a new individual
can also eliminate its parent if that cell is selected). This adds an element of genetic
drift into the population as the individual to be removed is selected without regard to
fitness. A population can also decrease in size by the death of individuals. An avidian
will die without producing offspring if it executes 20L instructions without successfully
undergoing division, where L is the avidian’s genome size. In very small populations,
this can lead to population extinction.
Time in Avida is divided into updates, not generations. This method of time was
implemented in order to allow individuals to execute their genomes in parallel. During
one update, a set number of instructions are executed across the entire population. The
ability to execute one instruction is referred to as a single instruction processing (SIP)
unit, and is the CPU “energy” avidians need to replicate. By default, there are 30N
SIPs available to the entire population per update, where N is the population size. SIPs
are distributed among the individual genotypes within a population in proportion to the
trait or traits displayed by an individual. The total amount of SIPs garnered by an
individual from traits is called the “merit”. In a homogeneous population of one
genotype (clones), where each individual has the same merit, each individual will obtain
approximately 30 SIPs per update. However, in a heterogeneous population where merit
differs between individuals, SIPs will be distributed in an uneven manner. That way,
individuals with a greater merit will execute and/or replicate a larger proportion of
their genome per update and replicate faster, thus having a greater fitness. This places
a strong selection pressure on evolving a greater merit. One generation has passed when
the population has produced N offspring. Typically (depending on the complexity of an
avidian) between 5 and 10 updates pass in one generation.
A genotype’s merit is increased through the evolution of certain phenotypic traits
that form a “digital metabolism” [37]. These phenotypic traits are the ability (or lack
there of) to perform certain Boolean logic calculations on random binary numbers that
the environment provides. To do this, an avidian must have the “genes” to do this–in
this case, the right sequence of instructions. First, during an avidian’s lifespan,
instructions that allow for the input and output of these random binary numbers must
be executed. Further instructions should manipulate those numbers so as to perform
the rewarded computations. When a number is then written to the output, the Avida
program checks to see whether a logic operation was successfully performed. If so, the
the individual that performed the computation consumes a resource tied to the
performance of that trait (there are many different codes, that is, combinations of
instructions, that will trigger the reward). Resource consumption causes the offspring of
that individual to have their merit modified by a factor set by the experimenter. Here,
we use the “Logic-9” environment to reward the performance of nine one- and two-input
logic functions [73]; see Table S1 for the names and specific rewards of each function).
Each individual only gains a benefit from performing each function once per generation.
There is an infinite supply of resources for the performance of each logic function in the
present experiments, making fitness frequency-independent. Because the performance of
these logic functions increases merit, they also increase fitness and are under strong
positive selection.
While increases in an individual’s merit increase replication speed and thus the
individual’s fitness, fitness in Avida is implicit and not directly calculated. Unlike
simulations of evolutionary dynamics, a genotype’s fitness is not set a priori by the
experimenter. The only way to measure the fitness of an avidian is to run it through its
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lifecycle and examine its phenotype. This is similar in principle to how bacterial fitness
cannot be calculated by examining an individual bacterium’s genome, but must be
measured through a number of different experiments, such as competition assays [75]. A
genotype’s fitness is determined by how many offspring it can produce per unit time.
Genotypes that can reproduce faster will out-compete other genotypes, all else being
equal. Therefore, evolution will increase a population’s fitness through two means. The
first is that the population will evolve individuals with a greater number of phenotypic
traits and thus with a greater merit, as explained above. The second way to increase
replication speed is by optimizing (shortening) the replication time. This occurs either
by shrinking the genome, which results in fewer instructions that need to be copied and
replicated, or by optimizing genome architecture for faster replication. Fitness w in
Avida is estimated by the following equation:
w ≈ merit
replication time
(1)
For an avidian to be able to successfully reproduce, it must first allocate memory for
the new individual, copy its genome into the allocated memory space, and then divide
off the daughter organism. As instructions are copied, the avidian may inaccurately
copy some instructions into the newly allocated memory at a rate set by the
experimenter. Additionally, upon division, insertions and deletions of a single
instructions occur at (possibly different) rates set by the experimenter. Finally, larger
insertions or deletions (indels) can occur when an avidian divides into two daughter
genomes if the division occurs unevenly. In most cases, this results in the creation of
one larger and one smaller genome and both of these are non-viable. However, in rare
cases, one of these new genotypes is able to reproduce, resulting in a large change in
genome size in that individual’s descendants. Because this mutation through inaccurate
division is a characteristic of a genome and thus emergent, the rate at which it occurs is
not set by the experimenter.
Experimental Design
We used four experimental designs (treatments) to explore how population size
determines the evolution of complexity: the original experiments, the non-functional
insertion experiments, the fixed genomic mutation rate experiments, and the deletion
bias experiments. For all experiments, we evolved populations of size
N={10,100,1000,10000} for 2.5× 105 generations under 100-fold replication. For the
original treatment, we also performed experiments with population sizes of
N={20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90}. All populations were initiated at full size N with an
altered version of the standard Avida start organism [42]. The alteration was the
removal of all non-essential genome content (85 nop-c instructions). This reduced the
genome size of the ancestor organisms from 100 instructions to only 15 instructions.
For the original experiments, point mutations occurred at a rate of 0.01 mutations
per instruction copied, and insertions and deletions at 0.005 events per division.
Insertions and deletions occur at most once per division. The ancestor thus started with
a genomic mutation rate of 0.15 mutations per generation (0.01 mutations/instruction
copied × fifteen instructions copied per generation), but this changes over the course of
the experiment as genome size evolves. These experiments are similar to most standard
Avida experiments, with the exception of a smaller genome size (fifteen instructions) for
the ancestral organism.
For the remainder of the experimental settings, one of the above settings was
changed to examine a specific effect. For the experiments where the genomic mutation
rate was fixed, point mutations occurred at a rate of 0.15 mutations per division,
independently of genome size. This fixed the mutation rate at 0.15
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mutations/genome/generation. For the non-functional insertion experiments, the
mutation rates were the same as in the original experiments. However, instead of
inserting one of the twenty-six instructions from the Avida instruction set (see [42] for
the Avida instruction set), “blank” instructions called nop-x were inserted. These
instructions had no function and would usually have no effect when executed by the
Avidian. Finally, for the deletion bias experiments, point mutations occurred at the
same rate as in the standard experiments. However, insertions and deletions did not
occur at the same rate. Insertions occurred at a rate of 0.001 per division and deletions
occurred at a rate of 0.009 per division. This kept the total mutation rate equal to the
other experimental treatments, while altering the ratio of insertions to deletions.
Data Analysis
In order to analyze the evolution of complexity in each population, we extracted the
individual with the greatest fitness at the end of each experiment (the “dominant” type).
We then calculated relevant statistics for each of these genotypes by running them
through Avida’s analyze mode. This mode allows us to run each genotype through its
lifecycle in isolation, and calculate its fitness, its genome size, whether it performs any
logic functions, and whether it produces viable offspring, among other characteristics.
To measure the evolution of phenotypic complexity, we determined how many unique
logic calculations each genotype could perform. This is a similar calculation in concept
to a measure of phenotypic complexity used previously [5] in population genetics.
To examine why certain population sizes evolved larger genomes, we examined the
“line of descent” (LOD) of the dominant type [73]. An LOD contains every intermediate
genotype between the final dominant individual and the ancestral genotype that
initialized each population. This line provides a perfect fossil record to examine all of
the mutations, insertions, and deletions that led to the final dominant genotype for each
population. We also calculated the selection coefficient s for each mutation, defined as
the ratio of the offspring’s fitness to the parent’s fitness minus one. We defined
beneficial mutations as those with s > 0 and deleterious mutations as those with s < 0
(this ignores classifying slightly beneficial and slightly deleterious mutations as neutral.)
We determined the number of beneficial insertion mutations by counting those
insertions on the LOD with s > 1N , where N is the population size. These are beneficial
mutations that are not nearly-neutral and hence should be under positive selection.
Using s > 1N is only an approximation, as the equation for a nearly neutral mutation is|s|  1Ne , where Ne is the effective population size [76]. We also examined those
mutations that had a slightly deleterious effect on fitness, i.e., those whose selection
coefficient was − 1N < s < 0.
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Table 1. Merit rewards for the evolution of phenotypic traits.
Boolean Logic Calculaton Merit Multiplier
NOT 2
NAND 2
ORNOT 4
AND 4
ANDNOT 8
OR 8
NOR 16
XOR 16
XNOR (Equals) 32
A B
C D
Figure S1. Evolution of complexity for small population sizes. Statistics
showed in the main text for population sizes ranging from 10 to 100 individuals. Data
for populations with 10 and 100 individuals are the same as in the main text. A:
Evolution of genome size. B: Proportion of fixed insertions that were slightly-deleterious.
C: Proportion of fixed insertions that were under positive selection. D: Number of
evolved novel phenotypic traits. Red lines are the median values for each population size.
The upper and lower limits of each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively.
Whiskers are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points
beyond the whiskers. Data represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
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Figure S2. The number of insertions fixed as a function of population size.
Red lines are the median values for each population size. The upper and lower limits of
each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the
relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data
represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
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Figure S3. The effect of a fixed mutation rate on the evolution of
phenotypic complexity. The variable genomic mutation rate treatment represents
the data from when the genomic point mutation rate is 10−1 × L, were L is the genome
size. The fixed genomic mutation rate treatment represents the data from when the
genomic point mutation rate was fixed at 1.5× 10−1, independent of the genome size.
Red lines are the median values for each population size. The upper and lower limits of
each box denote the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the
relevant quartile value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data
represent only those populations that did not go extinct.
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A B
Figure S4. The evolution of complexity in the non-functional insertion
treatment. All subplots are a function of the population size. A: The final genome
size. B: The final number of evolved phenotypic traits. Populations with twenty
individuals are shown instead of those with ten individuals due to the high extinction
rates of populations with ten individuals. Red lines are the median values for each
population size. The upper and lower limits of each box denote the third and first
quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs
denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data represent only those populations
that did not go extinct.
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Figure S5. The proportion of fixed insertions that were under positive
selection in the non-functional insertion treatment compared to the
original treatment for populations with 104 individuals. Red lines are the
median values for each population size. The upper and lower limits of each box denote
the third and first quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the relevant quartile
value. Plus signs denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data represent only
those populations that did not go extinct.
A B
Figure S6. The evolution of complexity in the deletion bias treatment. All
subplots are a function of the population size. A: The final genome size. B: The final
number of evolved phenotypic traits. Red lines are the median values for each
population size. The upper and lower limits of each box denote the third and first
quartile, respectively. Whiskers are 1.5 times the relevant quartile value. Plus signs
denote those data points beyond the whiskers. Data represent only those populations
that did not go extinct.
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